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INTRODUCTION

What does mission to labor and industry mean? What are the

intentions of those involved in it? The answer, and then only a

tentative one, to these questions becomes intelligible and coherent

only after years of groping and experimentation. At the present

stage of involvement of the Inchun Mission the tentative answer is

something like this: We see God's renewing action, and the poten-

tial for His new creation in the secular world of labor and indus-

try. The vehicles of His acts are the men, the forces and organ-

izations of the society we call industry. Our role fluctuates: at

times we are seekers for the truth, the truth about the functioning

powers of industry, and the truth of God's word to these powers; at

times it is as educator for union leaders ; at times , it is as partic-

ipant in labor, in disputes and strikes; at times, it is as pastor to

individuals injured in spirit or body by the factory. But in what-

ever role, our intent is that we be used by the union and workers as

they increasingly become conscious of the crucial role they play in the

shaping of their own lives and in shaping society as a whole. Mis-

sion is not an attempt to be relevant. It is the search for and cre-

ation of the "new." The search goes on in the world, with world's

men, under the provocation of Christ.

The report that follows is of one year's search, as we tried

to stay alert to the men and situations we met in 1 967

•
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I. STAFF

Conversion is the fundamental requirement of one entering into

the Inchun Mission, conversion of one's understanding about God's

acts and the place in which He is operating. For long years God has

been seen as limited to the walls of the church and the hearts of a

fextf selected and called disciples. To recognize that in addition

He may be, and is, operating elsewhere is not an easy change, espe-

cially so since committment to such a God means going out into many

strange, previously forbidden places. To accomplish the conversion

a new "missioner" is required to spend at least his first year at

heavy labor either in a factory or on the docks . During this period

there is also a prescribed study course on theology, labor movement

and management problems . In the second year the new man is required

to attend courses held by a variety of institutions on the same three

areas. He also is attached to one or more factories to which he goes

out on a regular basis. Two men have joined our ministry this last

year. Mr. Kim Yo Hun is a layman and graduate of Yun Sei University

School of Theology. At present he is doing his required labor in a

local glass factory. Plans now are that Mr. Kim will head up our

laymen's work after his training is over* The other new staff member

is Mr. Yu Hung Shik, a graduate in economics. He, also, is in the

middle of his labor, working in a heavy electrical equipment plant.

Taking advantage of his background in economics , vie hope to have him

increasingly take charge of our programs in labor-management relations.

The other members of the ministry are Rev. Cho Sung Hyuk, our

senior member and general coordinator, Rev. Cho Wha Soon, a young



woman pastor who ministers to girls in Inchun’s textile mills, and

the Rev. George Ogle, whose ministry is in labor education and fac-

tory "chaplaincy. 11 Though each of the team members has his areas of

responsibility, most of the work is planned and executed cooperatively

II . MISSIONARY ACTION

1967 has been certainly the most demanding year we have yet expe-

rienced. It has taken our factory "chaplains" into new levels of per-

sonal involvement with Inchun's workers; we have been invited into

deeper cooperation with labor unions; and the whole structure of our

laymen’s ministry has been reshaped.

A • Factory "Chaplaincy"

The term factory chaplain does not accurately describe our min-

istry. We are not chaplains in any official way, but we are attached

unofficially to one or more shops which are visited on a regular basis

Three of our team have assignments to factories: Rev. Cho Wha Soon

to Dong II Textiles, Rev. Cho Sung Hyuk to Hankook Machine Shop and

Korean Glass Company, and Rev. George Ogle to Inchun Steel Company and

the government’s nationalized Railroad Car Manufacturing Shop. Our

relations with these factories now go back four or five years. We

move freely in the plant, labor union and company offices. Our

intent is a personal ministry to individuals and groups inside the

plant walls. This includes the whole spectrum of human life: cases

where homes are broken by loose sexual acts, or by the pressures of

both parents having to work; long hours agonizing over charges of
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bribery and embezzlement; times of talking with Christian workers as

they try to find some understanding to their faith; hours of free,

vigorous bull sessions in the plant at lunch time; heart breaking

experiences of men broken in spirit and health; and consultations

with union and management over problems of personnel and labor rela-

tions. AH of this and more is the experience of a "chaplain" in

industry in Korea. As Christ’s representative and as their fellow

men, we try to share these experiences , and in sharing we are placed

under demand to not only help in the immediate situation, but more

compellingly to seek a new way, a new system in which many of the

present evils can be avoided.

B- Labor Unions

Our ministry deliberately sets its focus on workers , their work

situation and their union. This does not mean we are anti-manage-

ment, but rather it is our acknowledgement that in the present sit-

uation of Korea, the condition of the industrial working people de-

mand that the church see the problems of life from their point of

view. Owners, managers, and government experts are shaping our soci-

ety. The future Korea is being created in the image of the planners

and investors. If, however, this future is to be a free, democratic

society, the workers, and unions which represent them, must have a

voice in the present. Their influence and capacities must complement,

balance and check the power of experts and financiers. Otherwise, the

new society may well turn out to be in old feudalism in modern form.

Ours is an attempt to cooperate with labor as it plays its crucial

role in the present circumstances.
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The central approach is close, personal contact over a long

period of time. One of the defects of unions in Korea is faction-

alism. Part of our ministry finds its locus here. The tensions can

sometimes be alleviated by a "friend*1 of all the parties. In several

instances we have been able to act as that kind of a "friend." Re-

lations and negotiations with the management, however, are, of course,

the center of union activity. Here too has grown up a ministry. As

the times for negotiations arrive, it is sometimes profitable to

talk over demands and approaches with someone one step removed from

the shop. Korean unions do not as yet have the services of lawyers

and experts. There is almost no one they can turn to for discus-

sion and consultation. We make no pretense to expertise, but over

the years a relation of mutual trust has developed so that we have

been able to be of some service to unions in their negotiations.

Frequently, of course, negotiations fail and legal desputes and strikes

occur. The right to strike is protected by legal machinery and

strikes are not infrequent. Usually, however, the forces of company,

government and public opinion are weighed against the union. To our

eyes many of the workers’ demands are more than justified. Weak

though our influence is , we still can not avoid the ministry of co-

operation in such situations

.

Labor education has developed into an important ministry- For

the first time in Korea, the Inchun Mission to Labor and Industry held

a labor education program for local labor union leaders. Thirty-eight

men from eleven unions attended the three-week course. The first

week dealt with collective bargaining; the second week with questions
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of wages; and the third with matters of union organization and human

relations. Later in the year the same men attended a two day course

on the legal processing of a labor dispute. The response to these

sessions has been very favorable and labor education seems to have

become a fixed part of our program. There is another way also in

which it has become a part of our mission. In recent years consid-

erable interest in this field has been shown by several universities.

We have become involved in two of these university programs as lec-

turer in the field of industrial democracy and union leadership.

Though we are far from being experts in these fields, the opportunity

to study and discuss these problems with union leaders from all over

the country gives us a wider experience than we can get here in

Inchun, and may open up new ideas for ministry in the future.

III. MISSION OF THE LAITY

1967 saw the end of the Nehemiah Club. Since 1962 Christian

workers of the Inchun area have met on the third Sunday of each month

for fellowship and study. The decision to discontinue came because

interest was beginning to lag and because many of the members wanted

an organization that would allow them to act and do something about

their problems. The Nehemiah Club was not organized for action. It

had fulfilled its role. A new structure and goal were needed. Follow-

ing the pattern of the Young Catholic Workers , factory centered cell

groups are to be set up. The content of the new cells, however, take

more from our Coupling Club, an action group of ten members. Training
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for leadership in these new groups is now in progress. Each of a half

dozen factories will have small cell groups of Christians who will

dig into the problems of shop and union for the purpose of bringing

some relief or solution. The cell does not act unilaterally, but only

in consultation with the other cells and always in cooperation with

other groups in the factory. This new approach is only in the begin-

ning. We will report on it further as it develops. Time demands

change. The laymen knew that a new approach was necessary, so to-

gether we are trying to respond with creativity.

IV. PUNS FOR 1968

Korea 1 s rate of economic and industrial development in the last

five years has been one of the highest in the world. The urgency of

the church to creatively respond to this new Korea cannot be over

stressed. The opportunities, demands and openings are many, if only

we have the agility to move. In 1968 we will become more involved

in union matters; we also are at the beginnings of a program that will

bring union and management together for discussions on personnel prob-

lems; already we are in the middle of a new experiment in research

and education for rank and file workers in the plant- This is a pro-

ject that has never before been attempted in Korea- Our lay move-

ment will probably proceed on the lines suggested above. Staff-wise

we are in need- Work is developing faster than we can train workers.

The most urgent need is for a full time coordinator to free the rest

of us from administrative duties. There is, however, a new development
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as regards staff. We expect that within this year, three or four

local pastors will associate with us to undertake part time co-

operation in our "factory chaplaincy" program- Two of these are

Presbytei.' an, one Catholic and one Methodist.

Financially we are, as always, on the brink. Our total budget

for the year will be in the neighborhood of $10,000. That’s an in-

crease of almost $5,000 In one year. We hope to raise about $6,000

of the total here in Korea. ^One thousand, to cover our labor edu-

cation for the rank and file a^id local labor leaders, is to be sup-

ported by the Asia Foundation. \rhe remaining three thousand will

hav^-Jua_c£me from you people who deceive this report. You can help

keep us going by sending gifts to Vorld Division of Missions,

Methodist Church, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, New York, marked

plainly for Industrial Evangelism, George Ogle, Inebon, Korea.
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